When it comes to collaboration and
productivity for today’s everything,
everywhere workforce, cloud is a
business necessity, not an option.
Yet, how do you master cloud’s
complexity?

Be more
collaborative
Email and instant messaging. Virtual document
editing. Video and web conferencing. File sharing.
Help teams stay connected from wherever,
whenever — in real time — with software already
familiar to almost everybody.

CDW brings cloud down to earth:
business-focused solutions from
the industry’s most knowledgeable
people. Think cloud, think CDW.

Be more
productive
Optimize everybody’s time with tools that work
faster and more efficiently, wherever your people
are, whatever mobile device they choose.

THINK CDW
THINK CDW
We’ll help you build a unified, secure, flexible
communications platform based on how your
users work and collaborate. For a truly
frictionless experience, we’ll help you integrate
multivendor platforms through their
application programming interfaces (APIs).

We’ll start by understanding what tools
and capabilities your workforce requires.
We’ll then use our relationships with top
enterprise Software as a Service (SaaS)
providers to optimize solutions.

Migrate easily
Are you integrating apps, deploying new ones — or
both? Is your wide area network (WAN) up to the
accessibility and availability demands of bigger
workloads? Can you meet new applications’
appetite for bandwidth? Where and how large is
your user audience? A knowledgeable migration
strategy is essential.

THINK CDW
We know migration. We’ll evaluate your current
needs, understand which workloads make sense
to move to cloud and which to keep in-house.
We’ll provide detailed implementation
procedures for migration to keep traffic moving,
with the high-speed access users expect.

Stay secure
Security is the No. 1 concern
about cloud. Whether you need
cloud-based identity and access
management — or any other security focus
— your provider should have expertise in all of it.

THINK CDW
Our experts stay up to date on the latest threats
and solutions. We can jump-start your IT team’s
efforts, deploying industry-leading SaaS
solutions that will tailor security to your
particular needs.

Know we’ve got your back
Guesswork is the enemy of success with cloud.
That’s why your provider must be knowledgeable,
versatile and thorough, at every step.

CDW CAN HELP ...
Assess
We’ll assess your infrastructure requirements for
cloud readiness, then design your cloud solution
using compatible vendors and delivery options:
• Discovery sessions
• Strategy reviews
• Assessments and health checks
Design
We’ll work with our partners to customize the cloud
solution that best aligns with your business goals:
• Strategy development
• System design
• Deployment planning
Deploy
Your processes, data and applications will migrate
and integrate seamlessly with your new cloud
solution, reducing your IT burden.
• Migration services
• Integration services
• Server consolidation and virtualization
Manage
At your place or ours, we can help you manage
your new cloud infrastructure:
• Hosted services
• Managed service
• Day-to-day operational support
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